




Occultation is just a fancy name for an eclipse of a distant star.  The usual 
eclipsing body is an asteroid, but the Earth’s moon, one of the Sun’s other 
planets or their moons, or even a Kyper Belt object are predicted.  We also 
observe eclipsing moons around other planets and shadow transits.  I’ll mainly 
talk about asteroid occultations, but the basic physics and procedures apply to 
the others, with some minor changes.



Occultation by asteroid 334 Chicago Dec 24, 2002





An occultation only occurs when an asteroid that’s barely visible as a disk passes in front of a star that is 
a point light source.   Given the number of stars visible to a 10”or larger scopes, this occurs several 
times a night somehwere on the Earth.  Smaller scopes see fewer occultations.  

Stunning fact - The light rays from the star are essentially parallel, so the shadow is the size of the 
asteroid disk.



ESO campagain across South America in 2011 for the dwarf planet 
Makemake.  Observers were at the highlighted locations.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occultation



Predicting that shadow path involves accounting for the motion of the star 
(very slow), asteroid (slow), and Earth (medium), plus the spin of the Earth, 
motion of the solar system, and even the small motion of the galaxy rotation.  
The precision required is astounding, since misplacing the star or asteroid by 
even a small fraction of a degree will mean the shadow misses the Earth or is 
off in time.
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Dark Blue highlights are the most important factors on filter events:

* Rank - likelihood of success (

* Magnitude drop - A video system will capture a change of 0.1 Magnitude, but 
greater drops are much easier to record

* Duration - short duration events are easy to miss, very long duration events 
are boring

* Star Magnitude - Stars closer to the limit of your system are harder to record.

Light blue highlights are secondary factors

* Travel distance - personal choice, but I don’t chase distant, low rank events 
This can be decieving depending on the shadow width, so an event with a 
large object that lists a long distance could be recorded from your back yard.

* Shadow Width - size of asteroid.  Narrow paths with low probability mean a 
likely miss, but that is data, too.

* Sun/Moon altitude - If the Sun or Moon is lighting the sky, then the event will 
be difficult

**RANK:  Rank equals the probability of at least one successful observation by 
a team of two observers where the two observers are positioned 3/4 path 
width apart symmetrically about the center of the path. This probability is a 
function of the size of the asteroid in the sky (in arc seconds), the uncertainty 
in the position of the asteroid, and the uncertainty in the position of the star. 
Note that due to rounding, the event rank can be 100%, but in reality there is 



The details page helps me decide if I’m interested in the event.  The Zone Map 
is especially helpful as it gives a good look at the distances and participation in 
the event.  The info is compact enough that you can see at a glance if it’s one 
you’d like shoot.  

Note that Right and Left can be confusing because it’s based on the shadow 
movement.  In this case, I’m planning to set up just north of the centerline, 
which is Left in this case.  Next event could have left in any direction.



If you double-click the line or the link at bottom, you get the map page.  Now 
you can get down to planning the capture  Here is the first wide view centered 
on Lubbock.  This shows my planned station at the base of the telescope.  If I 
haven’t marked a location, then it would just show the path lines.



The center line and shadow edges are marked, but may not be accurate if the 
star or asteroid positions, motions, and sizes are not well known.  The thing to 
remember is that a miss is data, since that’s where the asteroid cannot be, so 
it helps define orbital and size limits.  

The sigma lines are an indication of uncertainty.  This event is well defined, so 
the 1 sigma line is close to the edge.  New asteroids that have not been well-
measured could have huge 1 Sigma zones.  See the bottom zone map.



Today, most recording is done with an 8-12” telescope and a laptop.  Some of 
us still have working digital tape camcorders that include an analog input to do 
the conversion.  This makes for less equipment and easier setup in the field.  A 
new revolution using Scotty’s Mighty Mini, which is a modified 50mm binocular 
objective, allows some members to post up to 6 observations at once, 1-2 KM 
apart.  With the wide view and a star chart with time hashes, you pre-point the 
scope at the location the event will occur, then move on to the next station.  
Scotty and others contact land owners to arrange secure locations, though 
they sometimes just leave a sign on it saying it’s doing data collection and 
asking folks to not mess with it.  No thefts so far.



Here’s Scotty’s other system, closer to what I’ve used.  Lots of equipment and 
time to set up.



From http://www.dangl.at/2008/occult_m/gr081021/gr081021e.htm





Once the event is recorded digitally, we use software to give light values for 
the star.  During the event, the star will usually dim unless the asteroid is 
bright.  The software can detect faint changes, allowing us to do star-asteroid 
combinations that are nearly equal.  

* A companion star will show two steps down and up as the pair of stars is 
split.

* A split companion moon will show a second, smaller dip.

* An atmosphere will show a gradual dimming similar to the top graph.

* You monitor the brightness of nearby stars to ensure atmospherics don’t 
affect the measurement.

* Measurement for each dot is at 1/30th a second



http://www.dangl.at/eurast.htm

Low magnitude drop combined with atmospherics make for a “dirty” graph.



My capture of Pleione Graze 06/04/2001 just before a thunderstorm hit.  (The 
telescope is shaking from the wind.)  Most of my moon grazes were visual with 
audio recordings and this was my only “good” graze video.

The shadow path is only as tall as the mountains and valleys, usually less than 
2km wide and 5-20km long.  Grazes can only occur at the lunar poles, as the 
Moon slides by in front of the star.



Even with all the shaking, the software was able to generate usable data.  My 
path came about the area of the white line.  The yellow circles are the 3 
definite valleys I spotted.  On the right, the star went below the horizon and my 
camera started picking up the shadowed limb of the moon.  



Scientists combined and normalized the observations so that it appears they 
were all in a line.  Each slice is then layered along the proper “Chord”and 
stacked with the others. Think of restacking a sliced egg.  It reveals the shape, 
and so much more.



Now that we have probes doing RADAR and photographic measurements of 
the Moon’s terrain, we don’t do lunar occultations other than as exercises.  
However, there is nothing like watching a star wink on and off as the Moon 
glides by.  It’s really something to watch!



Once the data from several sites is consolidated, you know quite a bit about 
both objects.  Precision comes from using GPS timing down to a video frame 
1/30th of a second combined with the point light source of the star.  Some of 
the data:

* Asteroid precise size, shape, time, orbit, and even rotation (multiple 
observations)

* Split a double star that can’t be split by optical telescopes, giving information 
on distance and angle

* Nearby large stars can show size and atmosphere

* Atmosphere of Moons and KBOs



Another data some IOTA members collect is meteoric impacts with the Moon.  
Our cameras are sensitive enough to pick up the flash of impact, though it 
takes quite a while to sort through the long movies frame by frame.
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Sample meteor impacting the Moon.  Of course, we can only capture impacts 
on the shadowed portion of the Moon.  The bright area in the corner is still well 
away from the terminator, thanks to the light gathering capability of the 
camera.
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